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Abstract

   The intention of this draft is to provide an overview of the topology
   of the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network to help with the
   analysis of the possible options of NEMO RO within this context.  The
   intention is to allow taking the existing NEMO RO solution space
   analysis document and cross-check it with the aeronautical
   environment presented within this document.
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1.  Introduction

   The Network Mobility Route Optimization Solution Space Analysis
   [RFC4889] provides a comprehensive overview of the possibilities how
   RO can be performed.  The selection of the right solution has to be
   based on the requirements, which were defined for aviation in
   [I-D.ietf-mext-aero-reqs].  The aim of this document is to provide
   additional information, especially on the topology of the
   Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN), to what is provided in
   the requirements document and to allow checking the feasability of
   the possible RO solutions, based on both the requirements and the
   additional information provided within this document.

   The ATN is a global network interconnecting ground-ground networks
   and air-ground access networks used for Air Traffic Services (ATS)
   and Airline Operations Services (AOS).  As part of the ICAO
   Convention, ICAO has published Annex 10 which standardizes(SARPs) the
   ATN.  The current ATN technology and architecture are defined by the
   ATN Manual documents published by ICAO [icao9705], based on the ISO
   protocol CLNP, using a modified version of the IDRP interdomain
   routing protocol to support mobility of aircraft.  This version of
   the ATN is only partially deployed at the present time.  Meanwhile
   ICAO is currently producing an amended version of the manual that
   allows the ATN to be an internetwork based on IPv6 for both ground-
   ground and air-ground communications.  States have already begun
   deployment of the ground portion.  Definition of the mobility support
   for aircraft within this new ATN architecture is underway in the ICAO
   and will form the basis of new ATN manual [icao9896].

   It is expected that the reader is familiar with the two before
   mentioned documents and the NEMO Support Terminology [RFC4885].  We
   will use the term Mobile Router (MR) to refer to an aircraft and vice
   versa if we write aircraft we are referring to an MR.  It should be
   noted that some aircraft might be considered as only a mobile host in
   the MIPv6 sense.  As this document is related to NEMO RO we are
   restricting the scope to aircraft for which NEMO is an applicable
   solution.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4889
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4885
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2.  Terminology

   ACSP

      An Air Communications Service Provider which operates an access
      network for aeronautical purposes that includes air/ground data
      links.  Currently there are two global ACSPs utilizing terrestrial
      and satellite link technologies for providing ATS/AOS services.
      However in the future there might be several global ACSPs (gACSP)
      and additional smaller, local ACSPs (lACSP).  The usage of the
      word ACSP is generic and can refer to either a local or a global
      ACSP, depending on the context.

   gACSP

      Global ACSP - see definition of ACSP.  A global ACSP has a world-
      wide network that spans over several continents.

   lACSP

      Local ACSP - see definition of ACSP.  A local ACSP owns a network
      that is limited to a continental region or a certain nation and
      its boundaries.  Examples for this are Air Navigation Service
      Providers that operate their own air-ground access network.

   ANSP

      An Air Navigation Service Provider that manages the air traffic
      within a country or geographic region.  Generally each ANSP has
      its own (ground-ground) network, and in addition the ANSP might
      also be an ACSP within that geographical region by operating its
      own air/ground access network, which might be due to security/
      policy or cost reasons.  In this case we can call the ANSP a local
      ACSP.  Although ICAO has an influence on ANSPs, these
      organizations also have their own (network) policies.

   Data Link(s)

      In the aviation environment it is common to call the air interface
      (layers 1 and 2 of the OSI model) 'data link' or sometimes even
      'subnetwork' (e.g. the VDL Mode 2 subnetwork).  This expression is
      equivalent to the more common 'access technology' terminology in
      other industries or the IETF.
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3.  Topology of the ATN

   The aim of this section is to provide a description of the topology
   of the ATN, based on how it partially already exists and how it is
   planned.

3.1.  Nodes

3.1.1.  MR

   The generic term 'airborne router' is also used in the aviation
   environment for the mobile router.  It is reasonable to assume that
   in the future there is one IP based mobile router that handles both
   ATS and AOS traffic, as the access technologies/access networks
   provide support for both services.

3.1.2.  ATS/AOS CNs

   ATS CNs are Air Traffic Service Units (ATSUs) that refer to the
   controllers managing the air space.  These nodes are located within
   the ANSP networks and are in general dynamic - as the aircraft
   traverses different regions of the world, the CN (the responsible
   ATSU) changes as well and is geographically close to the aircraft.
   The CNs mentioned here are the communication peers from the IP point
   of view and do not necessarily have to be and might usually not be
   the "real" end system.

   An AO refers to an Airline Operations domain where AOS CNs are
   located.  This is generally the airline headquarters/operations
   center or an airport.  These nodes are relatively static throughout a
   flight.

   Both ATS and AOS CNs are fixed, non-moving nodes.

3.1.3.  MNNs

   The MNNs of the ATS and AOS domains on board an aircraft are, as
   mentioned in [I-D.ietf-mext-aero-reqs], LFNs and potentially even
   LMNs.  They are operated by and are under control of the airline,
   although ICAO regulations and standards affect the ATS systems.

3.1.4.  HA

   We are considering HA(s) that are serving the ATS and AOS domain.
   The location of these entities is discussed in Section 3.4.
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3.2.  Global Structure

   As already explained in Section 2, access networks to which an
   aircraft may attach to are operated by either an ACSP or an ANSP.
   How these operational domains are related to each other in
   topological terms is explained below.

 +---+      +---------+                  +---------+      +----------+
 |   | <--> | ANSP #1 | <-------+        | ANSP #4 | <--> | lACSP #3 |
 |   |      +---------+         |        +---------+      +----------+
 |   |                          v             ^
 |   |                     +---------+        |
 |   |                     | ANSP #3 | <--+   +-----+
 |   |      +---------+    +---------+    |         |
 |   | <--> | ANSP #2 |         ^         +--+      v
 |   |      +---------+         |            |   +----+      +---------+
 |   |                          v            v   |    | <--> | ACSP #4 |
 |   +------------------------------+      +-----+    |      +---------+
 |  gACSP #1                        | <--> | gACSP #2 |
 +----------------------------------+      +----------+

                   Figure 1: Global topology of the ATN.

   The topology shown in Figure 1 is not representing the current real
   structure of the ATN, it is merely trying to show the basic
   hierarchical and interconnection layout.  The prefixes 'g' and 'l'
   before ACSP refer to global and local ACSPs respectively, whereas a
   missing prefix indicates that this ACSP can be either global or
   local.  The difference between local and global is further elaborated
   below.

   At the borders of ACSP and ANSP networks BGP routers are peering with
   each other and advertising routes.  ANSPs have connections to other
   ANSP network(s) and to at least one gACSP.

   It is important to note that ACSP access networks can be either local
   or global.  An example for a local ACSP is an airport data link
   operated by the airport company (e.g. lACSP #3 in the figure),
   although this is not existing by the time this was written.  As of
   today, two global ACSPs (gACSP #1 and gACSP #2) exist which have a
   world-wide network; they are comparable to the tier 1 service
   providers in the Internet.  An ANSP can reach every other ANSP via
   these ACSPs in case they do not have a peering with each other or if
   there is no route over other ANSPs.  ACSP #4 could be either local
   (airport) or global (not directly part of the ATN but interconnected
   via a gACSP).

   It should also be mentioned that the direct interconnections between
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   the ANSPs are, at the moment, only used for ground-ground
   communications and it is not yet clarified whether these connections
   might also be usable for the purpose of transit services/data
   forwarding of air-ground communications in the future.

   Although at the moment planning only foresees ANSPs being connected
   to a single gACSP, it is possible that in the future a connection to
   more than one gACSP will be available (site multihoming as for ANSP
   #3 in the figure).

3.3.  Points of Attachment

   Basically an aircraft can attach to either an ACSP or an ANSP access
   network.  There are three possibilites for how this attachment may
   look like and how it affects the routing path between MR and CN.  The
   figures show the direct routing path between the communication peers
   and in combination with Figure 1 should allow to illustrate the
   complete picture of the different possible paths implied by a certain
   RO solution, as well as the implications and limitations due to the
   placement of the functional RO entities.

3.3.1.  ATS

   The routing paths in the Figures below only depict ATS traffic, where
   the CNs are located inside the ANSP access network.

                          +----+
                          | MR | <--+
                          +----+    |
                                    v
                               +---------+
                               | ACSP #1 |
                               +---------+
                                   ^
                                   |   +--------+
                                   v   | +----+ |
                                +------+ | CN | |
                                | ANSP   +----+ |
                                +---------------+

                Figure 2: MR-CN communication via an ACSP.

   Figure 2 shows a deployment that already exists today (CLNP and not
   IP based though).  The ANSP is not operating the access network in
   his country himself but contracts an ACSP for providing connectivity
   to aircraft.  The data traffic from the MR flows through an access
   router of the ACSP and then, possibly via additional hops inside the
   ACSP, goes to the boundary router located at the ANSP where the
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   packets are forwarded to the CN that resides inside this network.

                  +----+
                  | MR | <--+
                  +----+    |
                            v
                       +---------+      +---------+
                       | ACSP #1 | <--> | ACSP #2 |
                       +---------+      +---------+
                                           ^
                                           |   +--------+
                                           v   | +----+ |
                                        +------+ | CN | |
                                        | ANSP   +----+ |
                                        +---------------+

               Figure 3: MR-CN communication via two ACSPs.

   Figure 3 shows another potential deployment where the ACSP the
   aircraft is attached to is not directly connected to the ANSP.
   Routing between the MR and the CN is achieved my means of a transit
   provider such as ACSP #2.

                         +----+
                         | MR | <------+
                         +----+        |
                                       v
                                  +--------------+
                                  | ANSP  +----+ |
                                  |       | CN | |
                                  |       +----+ |
                                  +--------------+

             Figure 4: MR-CN communication directly via ANSP.

   The option shown in Figure 4 is another existing deployment.  The
   ANSP is operating its own access network to which the aircraft can
   attach to.  In this case the ANSP is also a local ACSP.  Although the
   infrastructure is provided by the ACSP, it is owned by the ANSP and
   therefore also under administrative control of the latter (and
   therefore an operational domain of its own).

3.3.2.  AOS

   The routing paths in the figures below depict AOS traffic only, where
   the CN might be located at the airline headquarters, the destination
   airport or somewhere else.  In any case, the communication model is
   different from ATS where the CNs change from time to time and are
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   geographically close to the MR, whereas for AOS the rate of CN
   changes is lower and the geographical distance can also be larger.

                   +----+
                   | MR | <--+
                   +----+    |              +-----------+
                             v              |    +----+ |
                        +---------+         | AO | CN | |
                        | ACSP #1 | <-...-> |    +----+ |
                        +---------+         +-----------+

       Figure 5: MR-CN communication with access router at the ACSP.

   The scenario in Figure 5 is similiar to that presented in Figure 2
   where the aircraft attaches to an ACSP access network and the traffic
   is directly routed to the CN.  The location of this node is in
   general in a subnet that belongs to the airline, and the routing path
   from the ACSP #1 to the CN could be direct (subnet of CN is directly
   connected to ACSP #1).  The dots in this figure (and the subsequent
   ones) indicate that several operational domains could be between ACSP
   #1 and AO.  For example this could be even further generalized into
   having the possibility that the ACSP the MR attaches to is a local
   ACSP which in turn is only connected to the ANSP.  In this case, the
   routing path would be MR -> ACSP -> ANSP -> ACSP #2 -> AO -> CN.

                   +----+
                   | MR | <--+
                   +----+    |              +-----------+
                             v              |    +----+ |
                        +---------+         | AO | CN | |
                        | ANSP #1 | <-...-> |    +----+ |
                        +---------+         +-----------+

       Figure 6: MR-CN communication with access router at the ANSP.

   Figure 6 is based on Figure 4 with the MR attaching to an access
   network that is operated by an ANSP.  The number of hops between the
   ANSP and the CN is not fixed, as there might be additional networks
   in between, e.g. if the airline contracts an ACSP to provide
   connectivity for the subnet the CN is connected to.

3.4.  Location of Home Agents

   An important discussion is the location of the HA(s) that is also
   directly related to the advertisement of the MNPs.

   There are two possible options:
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   1.  An airline has a HA which is serving the aircraft belonging to
       that airline.

   2.  One of the global ACSPs provides HA(s) for the airline if they
       have an agreement with them.

   The second choice is more reasonable for two reasons.  First, for
   airlines having a relatively small number of aircraft it will not be
   cost effective to deploy HA(s), in opposite to the ACSP that can act
   as a Mobility Service Provider.  Second if the HA(s) are deployed at
   the ACSP and a local mobility management protocol like
   [I-D.ietf-netlmm-proxymip6] is deployed the aircraft will be "at
   home" as long as it is directly attached to that ACSP (as in
   Figure 2) and hence there will be no tunnelling overhead from the MR
   point of view.

   Nevertheless it is theoretically also possible that large airlines
   might act as their own Mobility Services Provider operating Home
   Agents themselves.

3.5.  Trust Relationships

   Important for the RO scheme are the relationships between the
   different nodes and networks, and we therefore provide a short
   overview related to this.

   The basic trust model is comparable to the "Public Wireless Network
   with an Operator" model that is presented in [RFC3756], with aircraft
   being "client nodes".  Aircraft can trust the infrastructure as
   Aeronautical Communication Service Providers are certified, but other
   aircraft might be compromised and/or misbehave.

   As can be seen from Section 3.2, the two global ACSPs (as of today)
   are playing an important role.  Both ANSPs and airlines have
   commercial contracts with (at least one of) them.  Certificates can
   be assumed between the aircraft and the ACSP, at least for the one
   acting as Mobility Services Provider.

   The relationship between aircraft and ANSP - including ATS CNs within
   this network - is different, as these parties do not have commercial
   contracts with each other.  Although there is some form of trust (the
   aircraft trusts the instructions coming from an ATSU), it is
   difficult to extend it on having certificates between these entities
   for the near future.  Discussions related to a world-wide 'end-to-
   end' PKI for aviation are controversial and the time to deploy it and
   its availability is difficult to predict.  Having certificates
   between the aircraft and all potential CNs within ANSP networks is
   therefore difficult to answer with a clear 'yes', although in the

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3756
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   very long term such a PKI is supposed to exist, albeit problems with
   these certificates are still possible.  It should be noted that ANSPs
   often have their own additional local (network) policies, that might
   impose additional restrictions.  It is therefore important to
   consider cases where, even when a PKI is available, the certificates
   might not accepted by the ANSP nodes, due to local policies, expiry,
   etc..  In this case performing RO might prove to be problematic, but
   still an optimized path has to be established as communication
   services between the aircraft and the CN have to be provided (that
   meet the delay requirements).  In addition some ANSPs even have the
   policy of not allowing encrypted traffic inside their network.  It is
   also worth noting that in the future ANSPs, at least in Europe, will
   have to provide communication services to all equipped aircraft,
   independent of their contractual status with any of the ACSPs.  This
   is complicating the basic trust model mentioned in the beginning as
   authenticating the aircraft (e.g. on layer 2) might become difficult
   to realize.

   The situation between an aircraft and its AOS CNs is different, as
   both are operated by the same entity.  Certificates between these
   nodes could be expected, and is partially already available today
   (e.g.  X.509 certificates in Secure ACARS).
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4.  Security Considerations

   This document only presents terminology and topological information.
   There are no security issues in this document.
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